No compensatory or reversion mutations were observed in RNA polymerase genes, in spite of the large fitness costs typically associated with mutations in rpoB. Although current theory points to sign epistasis as the dominant constraint on evolvability, these results suggest that the role of magnitude epistasis in constraining evolvability may be under-appreciated. The contribution of magnitude epistasis is likely to be greatest under the biologically-relevant mutation supply rates that make back-mutations probabilistically unlikely.
beneficial mutations, a trait known as 'evolvability'. Differences in evolvability can arise even if selection acts on the same adaptive targets (Colegrave and Collins 2008) . A sizable number of studies have shown that ancestral fitness can constrain evolvability (e.g. Burch and Chao 2000; Silander et al. 2007; MacLean et al. 2010; Chou et al. 2011; Gifford et al. 2011; Khan et al 2011; Rokyta et al. 2011; Salverda et al. 2011; Kryazhimskiy et al. 2014; Wong and Seguin 2015) , a phenomenon known as diminishing returns epistasis. Diminishing returns epistasis is the tendency for beneficial mutations to confer a smaller benefit in genetic backgrounds of higher fitness . These studies match predictions from theoretical models of adaptive evolution predicting that the average fitness of beneficial mutations should be proportional to initial fitness in populations climbing the same adaptive peak (Martin and Lenormand 2006) . It is a special case of a more general form of epistasis known as 'magnitude epistasis', defined as the interaction between two mutations that produces a non-additive effect on fitness, without changing the sign (i.e. beneficial/deleterious) of the effect of either mutation ). Magnitude epistasis is in turn contrasted with sign epistasis, which occurs when the sign of a mutation is conditional on genetic background. Theoretical models predict that sign epistasis will constrain evolvability by restricting populations to certain adaptive peaks (e.g. Weinreich et al. 2005; Kvitek and Sherlock 2011; Schenk et al. 2013; Szamecz et al. 2014) , whereas magnitude epistasis (including diminishing returns) will restrict the height of adaptive peaks.
Although the roles of diminishing returns epistasis and sign epistasis in evolvability are well-supported by theoretical models and empirical tests, the role of magnitude epistasis, in the general sense, is less concrete. Determining the role of magnitude epistasis in evolvability is important because magnitude interactions are common among pairs of mutations (de Visser et al. 2011 and references therein; Chou et al. 2014) . A small, but growing, number of studies that suggest that magnitude epistasis may also influence evolvability (Woods et al. 2011; Kryazhimskiy et al. 2014; Szamecz et al. 2014) . Evolution experiments using ancestors with similar initial fitness can demonstrate whether or not magnitude epistasis can constrain evolvability, under conditions that are not solely dictated by diminishing returns, e.g. when ancestral genotypes differ genetically, but not in fitness. This is particularly important in the context of antibiotic resistance, where different resistance mutations may differ in their ability to recover fitness through compensatory mutations, and reversions to sensitivity are rare (Andersson and Hughes 2010; MacLean et al. 2010; Hall et al. 2010; Barrick et al. 2010) , which may trap populations on local fitness optima.
Here we show that evolvability can be constrained by magnitude epistasis that does not result from the diminishing returns-type pattern observed through acquiring multiple beneficial mutations. In our study, we used experimental evolution with two Pseudomonas aeruginosa strains having similar fitness in a simple growth environment (a defined medium with L-serine as the sole carbon source). The strains differed in two protein coding genes: rpoB (SNP versus indel) and pilQ (frame-shift versus wild-type). Mutations in rpoB that confer rifampicin resistance are known to impose large fitness costs through defects in transcription (Qi et al. 2014) . Loss of PilQ function leads to the loss of external type IV pili (Martin et al. 1993) , which is associated with the loss of twitching motility (Mattick 2002) and decreased virulence (Persat et al. 2015) . Despite remarkably parallel evolution at the genetic pathway-level, the two strains differed significantly in the fitness benefit of acquired beneficial mutations. In addition, the genotype initially capable of expressing external pili tended to acquire loss of function mutations in pili genes. No reversions of the rpoB resistance alleles were observed, suggesting that the difference of evolvability was not due to a difference in reversability of SNPs versus small indels. Rather, the difference in evolvability was due to epistasis from one or both of the pre-existing mutations.
Methods

Strains and growth medium
The ancestral strains used in our experiment were isolated from independent populations of a 4 laboratory strain of P. aeruginosa PAO1 that were selected for resistance to a growth-inhibiting dose of rifampicin (64 mg/l) during a one-day fluctuation assay (MacLean and Buckling 2009 ).
Sanger sequencing of rpoB initially revealed that each clone carried a single mutation in the rifampicin binding pocket of rpoB (alleles rpoBS536F and rpoB+P518, MacLean and Buckling 2009). Whole genome re-sequencing of the strains by Illumina HiSeq2000 indicated the presence of these mutations, and revealed one additional mutation in a protein coding gene in the same genetic background as the rpoBS536F mutation: a pilQ frame-shift (deletion of T at genomic position 5,677,812 producing a frame-shift 15 residues from the N-terminus) and two intergenic mutations (SNPs at genomic positions 1,060,840 G to A, and 5,036,891 A to C). We will identify these ancestral clones by their protein-coding changes: S536F/PilQfs and +P518. Strains were grown in minimal culture medium supplemented with L-serine as the carbon source [M9-serine:
3.75 g/l L-serine, 10.5 g/l M9 Broth, and 1 ml of 1 M MgSO 4 ].
Selection experiment
The selection experiment was conducted in conjunction with a previous study (see Gifford and MacLean 2013) . Forty populations each were founded from single clones of S536F/PilQfs and +P518. Populations were grown statically (i.e. without constant shaking) at 37 °C in 96-well microtitre plates. Populations were propagated by serial transfer every 24 h for 45 transfers, diluting by 1/200 into 200 μl fresh M9-serine using a 96-pin replicator that transfers ~1μl of culture. Every 10 transfers, corresponding to approximately 76 generations, 50% of each population was stored at −80 °C in 50% glycerol.
Single-mutation fixation experiment
To determine the contribution of individual mutations, we isolated individual beneficial mutations using a mixed-marker experiment. 60 populations were initially founded by a 1:1 mix of YFP- Environment and transfer regime was as for the 270-generation experiment, except duration was reduced to 14 transfers. The YFP marker was used to detect selective sweeps. The proportion of YFP-marked cells was measured every second day from a 10 μl population sample, counting on average 10 3 cells by cytometry (BD Accuri™ C6 with Csampler™, BD Biosciences). When the YFP-marker was fixed (>90%) or lost (<10%) from a population, we stored 50% of that population at −80 °C in 50% glycerol. When populations were revived for sequencing and fitness assays, we checked that we recovered the correct marker.
Competitive fitness assays
Competitive fitnesses was assayed using flow cytometry. Evolved strains were competed against their ancestor, scaled by the initial fitness deficit of the ancestor relative to P. aeruginosa PAO1. To revive the frozen evolved and ancestral strains, we first pin replicated 1 μl of the frozen population 
Results and discussion
Evolutionary trajectories
The ancestral strains used in our experiment were two clones isolated from a strain of P. aeruginosa PAO1, bearing different rpoB and pilQ alleles: S536F/PilQfs and +P518 (see methods and MacLean and Buckling, 2009). These clones had similar deficits in fitness (w) relative to their common PAO1 ancestor, and were chosen in an effort to remove fitness as a confounding effect on fitness deficit of ancestors). In both genetic backgrounds, fitness measured against the ancestor increased monotonically with the number of generations of evolution, until approximately generation 150. Clones that had evolved for more than 150 generations did not have higher fitness against the ancestor than those from generation 150 suggesting that either populations are close to reaching a local fitness optimum, or that mutations provide non-transitive fitness benefits ( Figure   1 ).
Genetic basis of adaptation
We examined the underlying genetic basis for adaptation by whole-genome sequencing 40 independently evolved clones (22 of S536F/PilQfs and 18 of +P518) from the end of the experiment. Clones isolated from lineages descendant from both ancestors had between one and four mutations; although +P518-descendant clones had slightly more mutations on average, the difference was not significant (2.09±0.15 SE vs. 2.33±0.18 SE; Negative binomial GLM: intercept p<0.001; genotype z=0.514, p=0.61) . This indicates that the difference in evolvability did not arise from a difference in the number of mutations fixed.
The genetic bases of adaptation in descendants of both ancestors was remarkably similar (Figure 2 and Tables S1 and S2 Although the genetics of adaptation were highly similar in S536F/PilQfs and +P518 lineages, some differences are apparent. The first notable difference is that five S536F/PilQfs descendant lineages had mutations in both PA2449 and a protease gene, but the fitness of these five double mutants was indistinguishable from the 10 lineages with PA2449 mutations but no protease mutations (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, W=37, p=0.16, Figure 3 ), indicating that PA2449/protease double mutants were not responsible for S536F/PilQfs's greater evolvability. The second difference was the acquisition of mutations type IV pili formation genes (pil genes, tsaP and algR) in 15 of 18 lineages in the +P518 background only. This difference likely arises due to the ancestral PilQfs mutation in S536F/PilQfs, as mutations in pilQ or any of the genes mutated in evolved +P518
clones should result in a non-piliated phenotype (Mattick 2002; Ayers et al. 2009; Leighton et al. 2015; Hmelo et al. 2015) . The convergence of both ancestral genotypes on pili gene defects suggests that a non-piliated phenotype confers some benefit on its own. Notably, however, all but one of the +P518 lineages carrying a PA2449 mutation also carried a pili gene mutation, suggesting that the larger fitness benefit of PA2449 mutations in S536/PilQfs lineages over +P518 lineages does not arise due to the absence of pili generally. Third, although the same genes were mutated in both backgrounds, there was incomplete overlap in the specific mutations acquired in the genes targeted by selection. An alternate explanation for our results is that S536F/PilQfs by chance acquired larger-effect mutations than +P518. An approach to determine whether this is the case would be to use allelic exchange to place the acquired mutations into both ancestral backgrounds (Hmelo et al. 2015 ).
An assumption of this analysis is that 'accessory mutations' co-occurring with the primary adaptive mutations had negligible affects on fitness. To test this assumption, we sequenced 40 individual clones selected for single beneficial mutations in a mixed-marker experiment (see Methods; Table S3 ). For the 13 clones found to have only a PA2449 mutation, the fitness advantage equaled that of strains with both a PA2449 mutation and another mutation (Figure 3 Figure S1 ). Why S536F/PilQfs should gain a bigger benefit than +P518 from PA2449 mutations is unclear. In E. coli, RNA polymerase (RNAP) with the S531F form of RpoB (equivalent to S536F in P. aeruginosa) behaves like 'stringent' RNAP, shifting gene expression toward genes regulated by the alternative sigma factors (Zhou and Jin 1998) . S536F also has wild-type levels of transcriptional efficiency, but altered gene expression, relative to other rpoB alleles (Qi et al. 2014 ). However, Hall et al. 2010 found that +P518 had low evolvability among a set of rpoB mutants adapting to a complex environment, but did not determine the basis for the difference in evolvability (i.e. number of mutations or epistasis).Together, the data suggest that the +P518 mutation may have many pleiotropic effects on fitness. Given that PA2449 is a transcriptional activator, it is likely that the differences in evolvability stem from the mutations in rpoB, which is the master regulator of transcription. The convergence of +P518 and S536F/PilQfs lineages on a pili-less phenotype is indirect evidence that the rpoB mutations are responsible for the observed magnitude epistasis.
Environment-specific roles of the targets of selection
However, we cannot strictly eliminate the possibility that the loss of PilQ in S536F/PilQfs clone specifically affects the fitness effect of PA2449 mutations, although we note that a +P518 lineage with both a SNP in PA2449 and a premature stop in PilQ did not have significantly higher fitness (w=0.948±0.0914 SE). Interestingly, mutations in DNA topoisomerase, which is also involved in bacterial gene expression, have also been shown to affect evolvability (Woods et al. 2011) . It remains to be determined whether epistatic interactions occur more in core regulators of gene In contrast, what benefit the loss of proteases and pili may provide in this environment is unclear. We observed loss-of-function mutations in four protease components from two complexes:
clpA (from ClpAP), and ftsH, hflC, and hflK (from FtsH/HflKC), and several pili genes. The protease complexes are involved both in general proteolysis and disaggregation of mis-folded proteins, and specific regulation of transcription factors for fine-tuning cellular metabolism (Dougan 2013; Paget 2014) . ClpA has been shown to regulate some of the same genes as PA2449 in P. aeruginosa PAO1, including genes involved in quorum-sensing (e.g. pyocyanin, elastase, and C4-homoserine lactone, Diggle et al. 2002) . This suggests that PA2449 and proteases may both affect the expression of parts of the metabolic pathway involved in L-serine metabolism. One possibility is via RpoN, as PA2449 is an activator of RpoN-controlled transcription, and ClpA and RpoN are in the same protein-protein interaction network in Escherichia coli, (Rajagopala et al. 2014 ). Loss of pili is likely an adaptation to growth in a non-shaken environment, as the absence of pili is associated with an increase in swimming speed in P. aeruginosa PAO1 (Taylor and Buckling 2010). Alternatively, the loss of pili production may also reduce demand for RpoN, as pilus production is under RpoN control (Ishimoto and Lory 1989). Several of the accessory genes mutated are also transcriptional regulators or are involved in RpoN-controlled transcription (Table   S2 ), suggesting that increasing RpoN availability may nominally increase fitness.
Among our populations, we found no evidence for reversion of resistance through back mutations in rpoB, nor any evidence for compensatory mutations through second-site mutations in any RNA polymerase genes. The absence of reversion is consistent with previous evolution studies with rifampicin resistant populations in antibiotic-free environments (e.g. Hall et al. 2010 ).
However, the absence of any putative compensatory mutations in rpoA, rpoB or rpoC contrasts with previous studies ( gene mutations (Gifford et al. 2015) , strongly suggesting that the observed mutations reflect general adaptation to the culture medium or laboratory conditions, and not compensatory adaptation to recover the cost of rifampicin resistance. The absence of reversions and compensatory mutations is surprising, given the large initial cost of rifampicin resistance born by both mutants. The ability to adapt to or compensate for the costs of antibiotic resistance is thought to influence which specific resistance mutations are maintained at the population level over evolutionary time scales (Andersson 2006), but we were not able to test this prediction here. This highlights the importance of considering mutational supply in predicting adaptive trajectories; as PA2449 mutations are beneficial in the rifampicin-sensitive PAO1 background (Gifford et al. 2015) , reversion should still confer a benefit. Although reversion is a valid mutational step that would allow further adaptation, the probability of the mutations is low enough that the lineages were effectively trapped in the region of a fitness peak by epistasis, and by the availability (or lack thereof) of reversion mutations.
Conclusions
Our results suggest that magnitude epistasis can constrain evolvability at a practical level, in agreement with previous studies (Woods et al. 2011; Kryazhimskiy et al. 2014; Szamecz et al. 2014 ). However, further work is needed to determine which genes may constrain magnitude , pilC, pilE, pilI, pilM, pilQ, pilR, pilW, pilY1, tasP, and algR (Mattick 2002; Ayers et al. 2009; Leighton et al. 2015) . See Table S1 for specific mutations found in each gene. Table   S1 -S3 for a list of all genes mutated in all strains). 
Supplementary methods
Genomic DNA extraction and sequencing pipeline
Whole genome sequencing analysis was performed as described in San Millan et al. (2014) . Whole genome sequencing services were provided by the Wellcome Trust Centre for Human Genetics (Oxford, UK) using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform with 100 bp paired-end reads. Initial read filtering was done using NIH QC Toolkit (Patel and Jain, 2012) . 5' or 3' ends were trimmed if the Phred quality score was less than 20. Reads were discarded if they were shorter than 50 bp after trimming, if more than 2% of bases were ambiguous, or if more than 20% of bases had a Phred score < 20. BWA was used to map filtered reads were mapped to the P. aeruginosa PA01 reference genome (NC_002516.2). Mapped reads were processed to increase the quality of the variant calling: 1) reads with multiple best hits were discarded; 2) duplicated reads were discarded using MarkDuplicates from the Picard package (http://picard.sourceforge.net); 3) reads around indels were locally realigned using RealignerTargetCreator and IndelRealigner from the GATK package to correct for misalignment; and 4) mate pairs were sorted using FixMateInformation in the Picard package. Variant calling was performed with GATK's Unified Genotyper (De Pristo et al., 2011 ) and Samtools's mpileup (Li et al., 2009) . VCFtools (vcf-annotate, Danecek et al., 2011) and GATK toolkit (VariantFiltration, DePristo et al., 2011) were used to filter the raw variants for strand bias, end distance bias, base quality bias, SNPs around gaps, low coverage and erroneously high coverage. Variants were combined using GATK's CombineVariants (keeping any unfiltered). High quality variants not filtered were annotated using SnpEff (Cingolani et al., 2012) .
Three approaches were used to detect structural variants. First, BreakDancer (Chen et al., 2009 ) was used to predict deletions, insertions, inversions, and translocations using deviations in the separation or orientation of mapped read pairs. Pindel (Ye et al., 2009 ) was used to infer deletions, short insertions, long insertions, inversions, tandem duplications, and breakpoints using a split-read approach (the output of BreakDancer was also fed to Pindel to improve its output). Finally, Control-FREEC (Boeva et al., 2011) was used to detect copy number variants (CNVs). Control-FREEC finds CNVs using depthof-coverage (normalized by GC-content). Regions of low mappability were excluded by supplying Control-FREEC with mappability tracks generated by gem-mappability (GEM library, Marco-Sola et al., 2012) .
Fitness assays in other environments
In addition to M9-serine, we assayed fitness of PA2449 mutants in three additional media. We replaced L-serine with other carbon sources, to test whether fitness gains were specific to adaptation to growth on L-serine. This included M9-glycine: 4.01 g/l L-glycine; M9-glucose: 12.5 g/l α-D-glucose; and M9KB: 10 g/l glycerol, 10 g/l proteose peptone no. 3; each with 10.5 g/l M9 Broth, and 1 ml of 1 M MgSO 4 . Competition experiments were performed as described in the main text. gbdR glycine betaine-and dimethylglycine-responsive regulator Betaine is a byproduct of L-serine catabolism via pssA bEBP-bacterial enhancer binding protein 
